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IGNITION, COMBUSTION, DETONATION, AND
qJENCHING OF REACTIVE MIXTURES

Three differ3nt areas of the research program have been investigated
during this rcporting period

1 April 1978 through 31 March 1979

I. TRANSITION FROM DEFLAaRATION TO DETONATION

A. INTRODUCTION

The distance which a deflagration wave, traversing a combustible gas

mixture in a closed vessel or an unconfined cloud, mAst travel before a
detonation wave is formed is of great practical importance. Although in
some cases detonative combustion is desirable (such as in fuel-air ex-
plosions, supersonic ramjets, and high-efficiency combustion chambers)
frequently it is not wanted as in accidental fires of fuel-air mixtures,
and in unsteady cambustion causing large pressure fluctuation (combustion
instability) in the combustiona chambers of rocket engines. For the de-
sign of devices which involve supersonic combustion it is extremely im-
portant •o have criteria which can be used to predict the distance a
deflagration wave mAst travel to become a detonation wave. Although nu-
merous investigations have provided us with a fairly good picture of the
mechanism of transition, there are no expressions which permit us to pre-
dict the detonation induction distance of a combustible gas mixture. The
research and the experimental measurements described in the following
sections of this report are carried out to provide theoretical or empirical
expressions for predicting induction distances in fuel oxidizer mixtures.

B. DETONATION, INDUCTION DISTANCES OF HYDROGEN-OXYGEN-INEM GAS MICTURES

In previous experimento3 l with M.E.R. mixtures of hydrogen and oxygen
(H2 + j 02) and hydrogen + air we observed that the induction distances
of these mixtures are reduced drastically when the initial temperature of
the combustible gas mixture is of the order of 100 K (see Table I). Con-
sidering the fact that the normal burning speed of these mixtures decreases
with decreasing temperature it is difficult to give the exact reason for
this kind of a temperature effect on the induction distance. Examining
the various factors which might affect the induction distance. we note
that the density of the gas mixtures was inversely proportional to the
temperature in these experiments since a pressure of 1 atm was maintained
in all experiments. Thus the thermal energy released per unit volume of
the mixture in the low-temperature mixture is greater than in the mixture
at room-temperature, Furthermore the higher density of the unburned gas
mixture offers a greater resistance to the expanding burned gas. Because
of this resistance the combustion occurs more nearly at constant volume
than at constant pressure (no resistance) and consequently a rather marked
increase in pressure occurs right at the beginning of the combustion.
Such large and rapid pressure rises have indeed been observed at low

1
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Table IL Induction Distances in H2 + 02 and

H2 + Q2+ 1.88 N2 Mixtures at 300and I2 K

Induction Distances
Mixture

300 K 123 K

H2 H+ 00 143cm 15 cm,

H + ½02 + 1.88N2 >600 cm 230 m

initial temperatures. Although similar and even greater density changes
can be produced by raising the initial pressure at a fixed temperature,
the effect on the induction distance is not as drastic. The results of
previous measurements 2 with bydrogen-oxygen-inert gas mixtures,
H2 + J ½0 + X, where X a N2, or He, or A, are shown in Table II. The ef-
fect of pressure on the H2 + J02 + N% mixture is shown in Table III.
According to these measurements the induction distances decrease only
moderately with increasing pressure.

From theoretical considerations it has been found that the induction
distance is a function of the normal flame speed of the combustible mix-
ture, the acceleration of the flame propagation, and the speed of sound
of the unburned gas. For a given fuel-oxidizer mixture the flame front
accelerates for three reasons; i.e., (1) the temperature of the unburned
gas is increased, (2) the motion of the gas mixture ahead of the flame
front becomes turbulent, and (3) the pressure of the unburned gas ahead
of the flame is increased. Whereas the rate of flame propagation is a&-
ways increased with increasing temperature and turbulence, an increase in
pressure produces an increase in flame speed only in fuel-oxygen mixtures.
The flame speeds of fuel.-air mixtures either are practically independent
-if pressure or decrease slightly at higher pressures. The role of tur-
bulence is most difficult to assess. The experiments with hydrogen-oxygen
mixtures at low temperatures, at which the flame speeds are small, seem
to indicate that the role of turbulence is secondary. At the short in-
duction distances not much turbulence may have been generated.

Although !" -me acceleration appears to have a great effect on the
transition from deflagration to detonation, a more important aspect seems
to be the rate at which the pressure increases behind the flame front.
For instance, hydrogen-oxygen mixtures at room temperature have rather
large induction distances, whereas acetylene-oxygen mixtures whose burning
velocities are practically the same have much shorter induction distances.
The major difference between the two mixtures is the density. The density
of an M.E.R. acetylene-oxygen mixture is 2.5 times as great as that of an

2
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~ L Table II. Induction Distances in Hg + Oa ÷ nX.Mix-
tures at 1 and 5 atm Initial Pressure and

k Ti = 313.4 K (Length of Tube = 350 c;
- 1.-h I.D. = 5 ..

• .. P1

(atm) (M

230

N2 5 120

1 N2•1 >3505 250

"He 1 180H 5 70

He 1 21410

~H5 1J0
-A O180

"""5 45

SIA 1 240
5 115

C21 24.0
5 .15

Table III. Induction Distance as a Function of Pressure (T1 = 300 K)

Xind

SPese 0.5 atm 1 atm 2 atm

,Mixtureres

H2 + U2 + NV-. 75 cm 325 cm 270 cm

-Ei 3

!+ i
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M.E.R. hydrogenl-oxygen mixture. Although the combustion enthalpy of a
u;ni volume of the acetylene-oxygen mixture is also much greater than

* that of the hydrogen-oxygen mixture, the difference may not be significant
* -since both mixtures have practically the same flame temperature so that

.a constaxnt volume combustion produces very nearly the same pressure ratio
of - when the initial gas temperature is 300 K. The formation oi :Ligher ]
pressures during the initiation of the detonation wave results from an
energy transfer because work is done by the burnt gas on the gas behind
the thock wave preceding the flame. The role of density is also evident
when we compare the induction distances of H2 + j 02 + nA mixtures with -3
those of H2 + j 02 + nHe mixtures, as shown in Table II. The energy
density in all three mixtures is the same. The burning speeds of
H2-= j 02 + 1He are much greater than thosein K2 + j 02 + nA mixtures,
whereas those in. the mixture containing nitrogen are slightly smaller
(Fig. 1) .

The induction distances with argon are much smaller than those in
the mixtures with nitrogen or helium. That the induction distance in
mixtures containing nitrogen is practically identical with that in the
mixture with helium can be explained on the basis of the lower adiabatic
combustion as well as detonation temperature of the mixture containing
nitrogen. The large induction distance of Ha + j 02 + CO2 mixtures in
spite of their high density must be attributed to the interaction between

F C02, H2 , and Ha0. For the same reason the flame speed and flame tempera-
ture of this mixture are also very low. Experiments with these mixtures
at low-temperature will be carried out in the near future.

C. FLAME SPEEDS OF HYDROGEN-OXYGEN-ITERT GAS MIXTURES

To determine the qualitative and quantitative relationships between
L: •the flame parameters and the induction distances of various combustible

Sgas mixtures, flame speeds are being measured for several hydrogen- )xygen-
inert gas mixtures with different amounts of additive gas and over ,s
wide a temperature range as possible (100 to 400 K provided condensation
of the additive gas does not occur). A special nozzle burner wit-. a sine 4
curve contour is used for these measurements to obtain laminar flwaes
with nearly straight flame cones even at Reynolds numbers up to 10,000.
The measurements are extremely reproducible. Results obtained so far are

1shown in Fig. . It is interesting to note that H2 + 102 + argon mix-
tares have practically the same flame speeds as H2 + 102 + nitrogen mix-
tures in spite of the large physical and chemical differences between
these two additives.

D. EFFECT OF INITIAL TEMPERATURE ON WAVE SPEED OF, AND FINAL PROPERTIES
BEHIND C.J. DETONATION WAVES IN THE M.E.R. MIXCTURE OF HYDROGEN WITH
AIR

The wave speed, gas speed, pressure, temperature, and density were
calculated for the M.E.R. (maximum energy release; molar ratio of hydro-
gen to oxygen = 2:1) mixture of hydrogen and air at various initial

}.1 4 ..
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temperatures•T 1  100 to 473 K) and initial- pressures . 1 100
Sa~tl). The results !-e e shown in Figs. 2,,.,3, 4, 5, and 6. Accordd ' to'
these calculations the wave speed. t. inversely proportiora]l to the ten-
"perxatu±'e of the unburned gas but proporý-ional to its presaure (Fig. 2),.
whereas the 'gas speed increases very slightly with licreas;ng initial:

temperature and pressure (Fig, 3). Although'the final t'perature in-
creases with increasing initial t•,perature, che increase is much less
"than that of the initial gas temperature. This behavior is probably due
to the less efficicnt energy transfer from burned gas to the gas behind
the wave which will be discussed in the next section. The increase in
Tj caused by an incrtese in PI- is due to a reduction in dissociation of
the combustion gas molecules (Fig. 4). Because of the importance of tur-
bulence on the rate of flame, propagation the effect of pressure on the

A speed of the detonated gas is shown in Pig. 5, which clearly reveals that
u3 increases only very slightly with pressure although the induction dis-
tances of almost all combustible mixtures decrease rather markedly with
a rise in pressure of the initial gas. The most significant observaticn
is the large increase of the pressure of the detonated gas as the tern-

""*perature is lowered (Fig. 6). On the other hand, a change of the initial
pressure hardly affects the pressure ratio. As shown in the next section
the relative amount of energy transferred frcm the downstream burned gas
to the gas behind the normal shock wave preceding the combustion zone is
directly proportional to the pressure ratio; e.g.,

II',

where R]=. .

Althou•g it is tempting to relate the drastic reductions of the induction

distances at very low initial temperature of the unburned gas to the en-
ergy transfer, no definite statement can be made at this time because the
observed pressures of the detonated gas mixture at low initial tempera-
tures were found to be much lower than the calculated values. Therefore,

•It. more experiments with differaut combustible ga-.. mixtures at low initial
temperatures are necessary to establish a quantitative relationship be-
tween mixture properties and detonation induction distance.

:II. INESTIGATION OF THE MECHANISM OF FLAM QUENCHN2IG

The following topics were investigated:

Ii' painting solutions of potassium chloride, sodium bicarbonate, and
tribase potassium phosphate on both surfaces of the quenching plates.
Thick layers (about 0.16 cm) of the salts were used so that the

Ik flame could react chemicaLly with the salt during the prolonged con-
tact of the flame with the quenching plate surfaces. It was observed

6
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that salt coatings of potassium chloride and sodium bicarbonate
vanish rather rapidly when exposed to the flame, whereas the coating
of tribase potassium phosphate remains on the plate surface much
longer. It was found that the appearance of the flames of methane-
air, methane-oxygen, acetylene-air, and hydrogen-air mixtur-)s was
affected by the three salts althou& the quenching distances were
hardly changed. Therefore, it can be concluded that these salt
coatings do not promote the flame quenching process.

(2) The effect of gas speed on quenching distance--further experiments
were performed. by increasing the volume flow rate of the unburned
gas to 200 cc/s (twice the volume flow rate used in previous experi-
ments). For the gas mixtures considered (i.e., methane-air, methane-
oxygen, acetylene-air, and hydrogen-air), the quenching distances
remain unchanged. Consequently, it can be concluded that for laminar
flames the measured quenching distances are independent of the ini-
tial gas speed.

(3) The mathematical expression developed for the flame quenching dis-
tance, dQ; i.e.,

4mh + 2Dml cb
dQ c buF a

where

= thermal conductiviti. of the gas mixture at average flame
temperature,

h = height of the quenching plate,
D = dit*apsraureo,3fii of the gas mixture at average flame -

.:i tmnpratur e,

c = specific heat at constant pressure at ea average flame tem-
P perature,

b = short side of the burner port,

uF = flame speed, 3nd

a = geometrical factor of the order of unity,

suggests that the quenching distance should be affected by

(a) the width b, of the bvrner port and

(b) the height of the quenching plate, h.

12
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In order to study the effect of the width of the burner openi.g,
experiments were performed with methane-air flames by using a new
burner whose width was two times that of the original burner; i.e.,
_0.34 am. The measurements reveal that the quenching distance is
slightly reduced (of the order of 10 percent) when b is increased.

Then experiments were performed with the original burners after the
height of the quenching plates, h, was .tnereased two times the orig-
inal height (from 2.5 to 5 am). These results showed that for the
gas mixtures examined, the quenching distances are independent of
the quenching plate height, h.

•I(4) In order to determine the relationship between the quenching dis-A ftance measured in our laboratory and those established by an entirely

different technique by previous investigators, experiments were per-
formed to measure that distance between the quenching plates (once
the quenching is established) where the flame burning on the top. of
these plates Just settles down suddenly; i.e., flashes back. To
determine this point the quenching plates (made of copper) were moved
apart very slowly. Sudden flash-back, however) did not occur; the
flames entered gradually and slowly descended between the two plates.
Further studies are necessary, probably with temperature-controlled
plates, to expl.ain this unexpected behavior.

(5) Further experiments were performed by closing the side openings of
the copper plates. In this way a rectangular enclosure of the
quenching zone was formed. It was found that at a certain distance
between the plates the flames burning at the top of these platesK •suddenly jumped down to the burner tip when the plates were moved
apart slowly. When copper plates were used all around, it was not
possible to see where the flame was quenched and furthermore it was

not possible to see whether the quenching process was sudden. InIl, order to observe the flash-back point, glass plates were employed to
form the enclosure. It was found that the flame entered the burner
suddenly and when the plates were moved together, at a certain dis-
tance the flame Jumped to the top of the plates. The distance be-
tween the plates at which the flame suddenly leaves the burner and
ju'•.ps to the top of the plates was measured for methane-air flames.
The results are compared below.

13
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QuWnching Distance
Cgen1hing Distance with Glass Plate

Swithout Glass Plates Enclosure
Methane (Ua) ('a)

7.0 2,43 3.68

8.0 2.22 3.28

9.5 2.10 3.16

11.0 2.25 3.72

12.0 2.41 5.30

It must be concluded that the true quenching distance is given by
the values obtained with the enclem1ue of the narrow side of the
quenching space.

III. NWI/ CALCULATION TECHNIQUES

A. CALCULATION OF DETONATION PARAMETERS AND ENERGY TRANSFER

For the present calculations we consider the mixtures

H2 +A02 + VY

where Y - argon, helium, nitrogen, or carbon-dioxide. For estimated val-
ues of T3 and P3 and specified valeues of TI . , pl, v., and Y the 1.3

S(HaO 1020' 0H' nOW ' N '2 0 qH* nHe' IVA nN9 nNOO 1CO2* and nCO) are cal-
culated according to the technique explained in Section III-B./I

Since the adiabatic flame temperature at constant volume (Td3V-) is
the lowest temperature a supersonic combustion wave can attain, it is ad-
visable to calculate this temperature first. In this case we have

w , - fi and U3 - 0. TO Ind she pressure, P3, which is compatible
with the assumed temperature, T3  , we use the condition that

p•lp • I whenj 1
T3. 3.

where ff3  I SO

Since for a given T3 the molecular mass 3s increases as P3 is increased
(less dissociation) and vice versa, pgalc will be smaller than the correct

14



value when p~St is larger than the correct value and vice versa. Hence

a subsequent estimate of p3 is obtained from the interpolation formula

.t(n) .pest Cale

where 0 < t < 1 , usually 0.5.

The iterations are repeated until

[ 1  
lcalc(n)

After the correct value of P3 has been calculated, the energy equation is

used to calculate the correct temperature T3 . For combustion at constant

volume we have

ei- **T]

which can be written in terms of the reduced formation enthalpies as

follows: first we write

T3  T

'solving' for T3 we obtain

ef )TI

ST3

Since usually only f'ormation enthalpies are tabulated we use the relation-

ships e h -pv and E = H - SZ (thermally perfect gas) and obtain

caicm
T 3  zT3 T3

ff

where (O)

15



and

,H\T /,H-Eo\ AE.Ij

The 6Eoi E - 1 vr)Eo1el may be considered as the formation ener-

gies (or enthalpies) of the species i at T - OK. When T3 0 • T:st the
calculations are repeated with improved estimates according to the equa-
tion

t(n) est(n-).

where

Aest(n-l) T1.-l - [(hj3 T1

???3 L(R)
est(n) Tcalc(n

until 100. < 0.001%o .

Now we can proceed to calculate detonative co•_u~tion parameters.
For assumed values o± T3(Ts > TV?') and P3(P3 > pA ) first we Must cal-
culate again the ji, 3 . To find the correct pressure for the assumed tem-
perature we 'solve' for p3 from the energy equation which yields

T3  '"(fl ) 3hff 1

Cale : i T: OW3RT/ RT/
Ifp. + A

If p Cale pest, the calculations are repeated with impro•ved estimates,,i

pest(n) (i-) 1 pest(n-l) + Pcalc(n-W)

Sest(n) calc(n)I

•t• l• • [ •calc(n) <• -

Any compatible pair of T3 and p3 values represents a solution of the
Hu1oniot equation and thus a supersonic combustion wave. We have a weak

S• 16



detonation when the selected temperature, Ts, is greater than T3  but

smaller or just equal to T'J the temperature of the so-called Chapman-
Jougnet detonation wave which is characterized by the condition w3 =waLs.

CJ.j
Weak detonation waves involve no shook transitions. When T3 > T3 , we
have a strong detonation wave in which a subsonic combustion wave occurs

behind a normal shock wave which traverses the unburned gas mixture at
the speed w. For strong detonation waves we have w3 < wa,3.

To calculate the wave speed and the conditions behind the wave of a
Chapman-Jougnet detonation, which is the one which occurs as a traveling
wave, we meke use of the condition that at the tail of the wave the wave
speed, w3 , is equal to the speed of sound in this gas$ wa, 3. This condi-

* tion can be used to develop the following equation for a calculated value
of T3 :

Tcalc = T1 * h) (7etl\ (1
T3 est

(h n 1 Tst~,\

2 eff1k) j

-A.

where

7 ef ()T3 C90+[~( - )ra, zJb ]-{(09a a

i ~~f L 3L ~~ej [ 2 ] V(.8 ) (

i •i
.,.~

i j
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Cale est

When T3  j~T3 the calculations are repeated with an improved estimate
which is obtained from the following expression:

Tst(n) T -st(n-) a

where etn-)stn)

t~es~n-. T3i 
"j I .-j[

T3 hhf
T) l 3  .T I

• _ st : n;

The e iteraetions arte contiulaed uortheetmtdilprtr, s•;'•

T31

After the correct temperature has been determined the speed of the deto-
nation wave is calculated by means of the following equation:esin

Altoug P3

Althng =these calculations produce data which describe only the
steady-state motion of the wave anr, therefore, cannot be used directly
to calculate the induction distance, it appears that the pressure ratio$

and the energy transfer from the burned gas to the gas behind the wave

may be related to the magnitude of the induction distance as determined
inteecalculations.* The amount of energy transfer can be calculated..

as follows: nThe stagnation enthalpy of the unburned gas relative to a

laboratory-fixed coordinate system is h and that of the gas at the tail
T3 2

of the wave is h + Hence the amount of energy transferred is

a + h 1 + _ hT, = T 3 + W I
2 hf+ 2

Relative to the wave we have

hf + = hi

and thus

ma erl1e8ote antd ofteidcindsanea eemnd*

inteecluain.Teaon f nrytase a ecluae



L T 2

Substitution leads to

~~0  2 2 -W1 W3  W! -WV 3

or
&. W.= 2 .O +

W, vi)'

so that

This expression shows that the. relative energy transfer, .

proportional to the pressure ratio, The relationship between these
pi.

parameters and the induction distance will be examined in future experi-,
ments.

B. CALCULATION OF PERFORMANCE OF SUPERSONIC RAMJET ENGINE

The analysis includes the following processes and engine parameters:

U 1. Diffusion from the Free-Stream Air Speed, u ,,to a Specified Value,
"at the Diffuser Exit or the Combustion Chamber Inlet

U0,l = uDE)"

a. The diffuser is assumed to be isentropic.

1. The decelerated airflow is subsonic

2. The decelerated airflow is supersonic

$ b. A normal shock wave is formed at the inlet of the diffuser and
subsonic diffusion to UDE follows.

4 c. The deceleration of the incoming airflow occurs first via an
oblique shock wave on a wedge, then via a normal shock wave which
is followed by a subsonic diffusion to UDE.

19
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2. Fuel is Added to the Air Stream Tangentially and Burned in a Constant f
Areb, Duct Ac A ADE + A FUEL'.

a. The airflow entering the combustion chamber is subsonic.

b.* The airflow entering the combustion chamber is superonc

(1) Combustion occurs wtotWsckwaves (stationaz4y weak
detonation wave)wihuansoc

strong df-tonation wave)

A Ex .3.~ pans ion Through Exhaust N¶ozzle
a. The expansion is isentropic: convergent-divergenit nozzle with.

p=p( >1)

b. The nozzle consists of a convergent section only .(Me 1) ~>~
Pe> a

Flow-through nozzle is assumed to be isentropic but expansion[from pe to pa outside the nozzle is a-ccompanied by a rather large
increase in entropy..

4f. Calculation of Important Cross-Sectional Areas; Only Relative Values,
Referenced to the Inlet Az'cea A,., Will be Given.

a. AD, throat area of diffuser for the case of .tsentropic diffusion K

ý,Ato a subsonic speed UE

ýUx ib. ADE =area of diffu~ser eacit.

c. A0  ADE + AMFUL =area of combustion chamber.

d. A = throat area of exhaust nozzle.

e. An= area of exit of convergent-divergent exhaust nozzle. (
SPECIFICATIONS

FREE STREAM CONDITIONS =CONDITIONS OF AMB$IENT AIR:

Tp.., u, (or M)

'AIR' =102 + 3.76 N2

20



m.28685297479 kg/Imoi

FUE2L: C"'2  (t b specified
.2

tH ~u(12.61 + * 2.016) kg/L-Aoi UmcR
H2~

FU~~~-Af(02 tfC~IE 3.76~~

?4nCTUR PATIO: f - c~~476 V0  fl 8ar

All. underlined propetiesan.bL o~r) must be seiid

Futemrtetherzodynamic prprIe -Vthe fuel,, the air
andallcombustion products must be available.

intge hundred nearest T but.T <T.

It"T c Entropy Coefficient of Species i at Temperature T.
S'i

For air at T we have

T TL+lOO

Sp' (L-m SL bT

3.761 ( ]TL _ ~ (P)]T I+lOO(r

t K 21



FORMATION ENTHALPY: A

3.76+ m + 1 ~

S"TI i, • (bz ,i--,' + 3.76 b" - -0.51i406798763.7 .7+6

i.a. Isentropic Diffusion to uDE(MDE <

Fram the energ equation we have

2T 2hfD1U •UD

T~~le uiR* T(/afr 2 RairTOO(2DEest est()

(hf\TDE DE

\RT/DE

where

est est est

f)DE jpDE T~ DE

'I D l'i DE (H .i

From the entropy equation we have

221

caic PDE
~DE 00 T Nair *

(ýr)s,air
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where

rPl\TDE

The n depend on T and p They nmst be calculated by an•iDE DE PDE"

iterative procedure. For estimpted values of TDE and pDE (ob-

tained from Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) with estimates of

(hf/RT)TjrE an
DT ,PDE and cTDE; approximately hf/RT y/7- 1 and

cs#7/7 -1 ithe niDE are calculated as follows:

STEP: (1) o = E

10 + •DEE

(2) +,,O)T *ME Test*,)( a(O)(T T.~ DEs

_est

"DEi (pest) K(O)
e K

(3) [a(NO(T)]~E . [a )T L + 1oo)]"DE

-10799 ,(o
• eO , and

(4) 71est(O) + K - 0.458,

(0) 17 *(5) no K(° )

.• I

W2 "no2 0 02

23
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(7 11 K(NO) eat-
alel

(8) q0o "+" o INO)+202) (1• N2, n~o + 3.76 - (1o÷0~ )÷

Cale etWhen n a t repeat Steps (5) through (8) with

est(n) calc(A-l) +etn1
(9) 1 0 02 021-~ etn1
where 0 < g < l.(usually = 0.5 but in some cases t < 0.1 to

obtain convergence). Repeat iteration until

calc(n) est(n)
(10) 100oo 0n2C'€n < 0o .00001%

Then calculate

(11) MDE = too (2n + q + qo ) ' M " ( 2T ÷ o)

"02 02 N2+-Or T/Pl TL+100

(12) T•DE E(lmDE) + 0" 0+J+

0[aetT tl 1D

j(Pil~ ~ T [(sP' Tff+100

+NO n 9O + 9

~zT iETI
(13) MDE 'DE +eMDE + * n NO

244



and

'D TD
Tair/ Ta

(i4 ca2c a DE
D•E

ii +.++ _ alcl-D(n)

~"'D

i-i " •Eism" •l isDE1" mi$DE[! .e
When ptale p eat repeat Steps (2) through (14) with

WThen PDE PDE $

1(1) pest(n+l) {alc(n) (+ - mI)PE)

(1 15 D. -:E + esEn

DE DEDD

' ~where =0.5. Continue the ite~ration %until

calc(n) - est(n)[ •DE " DE!• (16) 10o < AI . .. 0 .001cal(n)<• ,

•, , Then calculate

1 N T T T L +0 0  }Ik

0N 2  02

HIHONT TL+10 0  179

(i0 mt) 0 "rDE + eat'ADE

TIT~NO NO ZE+ a

and

25
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•T= 2 2 l2

'~' DE hRT -j

TaTiDE

When T'C• Test, repeat steps (1) (see p. 23) through (18) with

9) est,(n+l) . icc(n) + (1 T ). t(n)

~.J DE - ~' DE

where t - 0.5. Continue the iterations until

T cale(n) - Test(n)
(20) 100 • I- < X .0 •01%

calc(n) D

The basic configurations of the engine may be pictured as follows:

~ AFUEL
I I --I" .

AA

-IAi AotAEA i.,

For Subsonic Flow in Combustion Chamber (See Sections i.a.l azd 2.&.).,

26



MOE >I and supersonic combustion

A AA A

Weak Detonation (See Sections 1.a.2 and 2.b.1)

or

MDE>I STRONG DET with M~ < I

A, A

$ ~NE

Strong Detonation (Subsonic Combustion Behind N. S.)
with M14 (C.J. Detonation) (See Sections l1a.2 and 2.b.2)

27



l.b. Noz'ma2. Shook Wave at Inlet

Fi
I.
L

V

121
1*

Instead of Eqs. (2) and (3) (see p. 22) use now

T!�TmT o2 (14)2 � 1 M 2 I
-J

2

and ii
WI

EST 2�l42 - -1) (5)
�2 up0 . 7+1-Ii -I
for the estimates of tunperature and pressure behind the normal
tbrol* (U) to calculate the ij�,a (steps 1-11 are Ocunon to both V
shock wave attached to the inlet. Then use steps (1) (see p. 23)
calcia1a�ion procedures). Then calculate j

___ � (1. - ma)+(.��) �)+

Tlo * * (i - ma) + (�)L * ma + +

* 9(1- ma) (��)TL+lQO ma)+

�NO - /H�\TL+lOO ma+l0799\.

I.!jr )No 4k�r /NO

28
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This calculation of is identical to that of step (17) of the

previous procedu~re with the exception that TDE has been replaced
byr Ta. Then calculate

(13*) pc [

T= DAair

Cale
When p2 0  p;Bts repeat steps (1) through (11), (12*), and (13*)

with

est(n+l) . calc(n) +ea~t(n)

where I - 0.5. Continue the iteration until

c~alc(n) _est(n)
(15*) 100 P P2 001

P2

Then calculate

(16*) !r TO

2)

2air*

irT +~ Mle P2

Mair (hJTEST

When T2&l 7ý;t2 , repeat steps (1) through (11) and (12*)
through (16*)

where is as before. Continue the iteration unitil1

(18*) 100 T2~n - Te2 n j WT2  0 0.01%

29



Then calculate

u2 2 P

If un in larger than practical, eubsonic diffusion from ue to UDE

is necesse-y. These calculations are identical with those given
in Section l.a. when the subscript w is replaced by the sub-
script 2.

l.c. One Oblique Shock Wave Followed by a Normal Shock Wave

OBLIQUE SHOCK WAVE
NORMAL SHOCK WAVE

a3~

• " WEOC J•
• -- FUEL

,Ai Ao Ac At AN

Use the equations of Section l.b. but replace u. by

u - U * sin a., where a is the angle of the shock wave formed

by the wedge (see sketch above; q is given!). Replace M. by

M -M *sin a-. With the values of u (Mn ), T., andpa

calculate the state of the air behind the oblique shock by the
procedure outlined in Section l.b. These calculations lead to p2,
T2, and un2 The gas speed parallel to the wedge is

12 2
U2 = 4• 2 ,n+(u . cos0) (M2 > 1)

30
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S1 and the half angle of the wedge is

B = CT- tan" CT)n

Ther. calculate the conditions behind the normal shock wave which
are designated by the subscript 3. For the first estimate of T3
and P3 use instead of Eqs. (4 and 5):

•S 1,+•' -- tn2
TEST T2 (a2i

+ + T,
i)2 * RT2

LI

use"and u
; 7=1.3

EST2Y=13
P P2 [ tn. (7)FIf u3 > u. it is necessary to employ subsonic diffusion from

u 3 to uDE by means of the calculations developed in Section
l.a. The subscript w is replaced by the subscript 3. In

step (16*) the term 0.74 is replaced by 2. 7M2 .

2. Calculation of State of Combustion Gas

From continuity and mcmentum equations

T: uc u u(M-C) ] (8)
"T c ,max (8

:::: :where

-: -

-- •a +DE 1+ DE
u(M-C) at FUER mDE1LD

From the ener: equation we obtain

c ,
- where

t 31t , .



r21 2

•: Substitution of Eq. (8) into Eq. (9) leads to

•'UE " DE2

-cmaz 
o

• -where .. : , .:

•;,: ~Since •i,c depend on Tc and p , the calculation of the state of the i.

UseT~ T~~TD +l50Ka
Substiutiono r Eq. ( 8) ino, Eq (' ledst

1<2 r

). p~~ESTT•PD

100 %,a -(0

T 
T.

',(K(O) = (, ) c

(FT ,c (f73c

23
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STT
X =H Ma ~ , F(), 0 ~C 4eST

-' L'(TJ Le e

KiI. . : 3W e ... .'

K(O N)(L]c . a(CO•~y + .0)r .e•,K•) , ( To) ] C) .C.( "(TS ) *2

EEST

PK Us•e •"= 0.01; then calculate

e p

! .5 vI KC~ 2 /

i;B- (v0.v .2 0.5 +--- .+1 0I2O •4 +1-)0.5 .V

.. 1 1,<- - ..... Al,-'

i ,

" '• i 33
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.7777I

q!z V T +,(H) (O

rig = Tj +"ýH + n 0+,. 'OH+q

v I +

H2

"K(C02 +1&
2 V "+ 8'V2O + q 2+ OH+H)/

1 1K(NO).j~

n,0 ., and

V6 11

•;,,I,

K.• with ETni)= cacn)+(- et)

ivti b
calc(n) eet(n)

+ 70-1 + 0 0T0•001o o

H2

In the second loop the p_ is ca.lcultated so that it is compatible withthe estimnted temperature . Fr• the continuitc equation and with the

condition that

TI 0-[n



.ii•
A =A +AMDE+AAT

we obtain

t:j In c U , T..

+i + : + c _c _ _,_ _
"~PPELuJ¶JM MbDE Dt

W C previous calculations -) are repeated with

~est(a) ~cald(n-l) '. - Ost(n-l

until

al )-est(n)
PC 0 < =0.0001%.

100 ~ caJlc(n)

Now we calculate the formation enthalpy of the cumbustion gas;

(hc 0 T TL+- mc

q1  2  - + M +

H2 2 TE + T

((LO)TL ( - +Eý L '..+.

I'A is k-I)N

T.+100

4 ~~0 - +(4 4728'76) +

+35
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((.T (1-__-mL l . m0

(L T + TL+100TES

•,m H-Eo 11 ,m (+ " °1!M"/

1 1 0 \ C'H ST 10H

no ((HT +1.00

0_ 0 m)(j1) ..

T((e +-al e i T i,0 +
_E)L( i(NTHcH/

1N0 (H- L -e + IH-Eo\TLlO me+ 0799

NO (1 ) + T

and then uaccording to Eq. (10) and T according to Eq. (8). When

Cal~e stT~l t T, all iterations q~i,c and pe) have to be repeated with

CC mxTEST(n) = (alc(n) +T(n - •)est(n-l)

cale 1 (M-C)
when uc < cmax

eitand i C e

...EST(n) '1-TETn1) Tcalc(n-l)

(e = + 9a a - C 
t

when Calec 1 (M-C)
whn 1c 2 c,mnax

3.Calculation of Exhaust Speed, u, Specific Thrust,, and Thrust

ne

With an estimate of the temperatur.. at the nozzle exit from the sim-

plified entropy equation the •i~ are calculated by the same scheme

as used for the ji~c calculation. Then the nozzle exit temperature

is calculated from the entropy equation

36.-
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iT

TC~C /.e c T

LPo
where

Tee

When Talc p e, the calculations are repeated with new estimates of
e •e

T obtained from the equation

Test(n) = cTcalc(n-1) + (i - •) Test(n-1)
Te ge + 1 Te

T T
until 100 e cacen < 0.001%

IT alc(n).Tstn

eIo

The speed of the exhaust jet is then
U" U.2 2h~e 2h ee

U.....f~c -

e . f e

orT

C f2 e (hfýe

The specific thrust is

Fs = (1 + f) u - U

and the thrust specific fuel consumption is

Fsfc = f3 rks/h

37
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b. The Expansion is Incomplete (Convergent Nozzle with Me 1)

a
For an estimated value of the exit temperature Te aT- - .8 T

together with an estimate of the pressure at the nozzle exitj,

e pe 0.53 PC the ni, are calculated first. Then the entropy J
equation is used to determine the pressure which is compatible with
the estimated teperature

"e T t_
Tase 0W~~~ 2 ~~ - r~ ~bt~~

Tc •+

When e C e the iteration is continued with
e e

e~st(n) = p;cn-)+ (- e)~ tn1)il+

OT

until
calc(n) est(n)

•e -e

100 aPc(n- < e + -o.Oo

S 9PC

•t Note: for each new Pe a new set of •smt be calculated....

e e e

i! ~NOW" ... h the energyr equation

uni P P

e ae e ee W•cale~nc e ce aIe= e~e

a calcutatee 'it temperature, T al is determined from the followingNov ..•.h' the ener equation: e

Te CR u2 " he e

7e~~ ~~ ",, e TeW_+2 \/ • mej
ee

ee

which leads L..-
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Whncalc M ealtree G iteain TOe e n T e
_e

110 T + 2 , <= 0Te -

ey

When The Tou all three iterations edsep ae -

peated withj

Test(n) ET + (1 t Test(n-1)e e e

until

calc(n) Uest(n) e u %

10 calc(n)e

where

Then the exhaust speed is calculated

Ue/U + 2 [ RT TFUe = FsK e e

SF=(l~~ue-uF(l~fWe -~(TLf ~ ]s

eI

where

u ~f u 1e +- a1 e)

and _____

F sc3600Of[r-k/]
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•. The Coss-Sectional Areas A,, at Station x Along the Ramjet

Engine According to the Continuity Euation Is
Ax ui__iPi

A" F-71px

For operation at design conditions ui -u. "i O - airs Pi p"P

and Ti - T, For x a Dt (diffuser throat) the procedure descxibed in the

previous section for the short nozzle must be used. For estimated values
of TDt and pDt

2

and

_T
PDt P •T \/_• -

the ji of the dissociated air are calculated as given in the first section.

Then the pressure pDt which is compatible with the estimated temperature

is obtained by iteration

DtD tDt T.

and

9 -T
u + 2 :i
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